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Fully code compliant range of fasteners complement our wall & 
ceiling systems

Offers a single point fastener 40mm embedment solution backed 
with an ETA

6mm ETA certified fasteners are faster to install than 8mm 
fasteners – speeding up installation time and reducing  
labour costs

10mm fasteners complement our head and base brackets, 
suitable for Steel Stud, MAXIjamb® and DUPLEX Stud® profiles

Register your interest at buildwith.rondo.com.au/CERT-R-FIX

40mm embedment depth means that the concrete slab doesn’t 
need to be x-rayed in most applications

SAFETY CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

CRACKED CONCRETE

SEISMIC APPLICATIONS

FIRED-RATED APPLICATIONSCOMING SOON....

www.rondo.com.au

RM00857AC
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NOT SEEING IS BELIEVING 

Stratopanel is a trusted acoustic lining for ceilings and walls and the new 
generation Linear edge (with micro v-joints) is the quickest and easiest 
solution ever.

No taping, joint filling or priming required! The Stratopanel Linear edge 
is engineered to allow a precise dry fit between boards, with the micro 
v-joints becoming almost invisible when painted. 

The result is unbelievable – the seamless look you’ve come to expect of 
Stratopanel in a fraction of the time! 

 Quick and easy installation

 Requires no glue or jointing compound

 White pre-primed surface – no sealer undercoat required

 CLEANEO Technology cleans the air

Find out more at  www.knauf.solutions

Stratopanel with Linear edge – new generation high-performance acoustic plasterboard

Max Planck Institute for solar system research, Göttingen, Germany

LINEAR EDGE

W
ITH MICRO V-JOINT

RM01035AA
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“GROWING” THROUGH THE RECESSION

E D I T I O N

Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, Australia has witnessed an extraordinary 
response by our governments, both federal and state, to the crisis. 

TONY ROBERTS  
PRESIDENT, AWCI ANZ

Policy makers have developed and delivered 
stimulus relief packages to assist our economy in 
ways we have never experienced before.

We saw some positive signs of flattening curves, 
however, as we constantly hear in the media, we 
are in this for the long haul. It is expected that most, 
if not all, policy announcements have been made 
and businesses are now contemplating just how to 
navigate the “new normal”.

The message we have gotten from our government 
is to “grow” out of this recession. However, with so 
many unknowns in our current range of vision, this 
is easier said than done. From managing cash flow 
through to restructuring, re-skilling and honing in on 
performance for maximum optimisation, there are 
challenges ahead for our industry. As your industry 
association, we hope we can assist your business 
navigate through this and provide you with tools 
and support to serve your business. I am pleased to 
see the state secretariats keeping members up to 
date, together with the AWCIANZ website hosting 
valuable and useful information for members to 
access. I trust your association is providing you with 
the support you need.

The role of the AWCIANZ is to work with key industry 
stakeholders to improve the future of the wall and 
ceiling industry, and this was recently outlined in 

a document the AWCIANZ produced to provide to 
AWCIANZ members. Within the document it outlines 
what the AWCIANZ do at a national level—this 
includes training, legal support via Lander & Rogers, 
WHS support, insurance benefits, business webinars, 
technical support, networking events, business 
management and advocacy. The AWCIANZ 
executive works hard to deliver these initiatives for the 
wall and ceiling industry. The support of our sponsors 
is vital to keep the AWCIANZ in a position to continue 
to develop and administer these benefits.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our 
members, both at an ANZ level and state level, for 
your continued support during this time. I hope you 
have received the support from the AWCI during 
these unprecedented times and would encourage 
you to keep in contact with your state AWCI to see 
how they can assist you. 

Spring

From managing cash flow through 
to restructuring, re-skilling and 
honing in on performance for 
maximum optimisation, there are 
challenges ahead for our industry. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

AWCI was saddened to learn of the recent 
passing of Terry McKain.

Many of us have known Terry over 
the past several decades as the face 
of Plastercraft 2000. Throughout his 
career, Terry served on a number of joint 
Australia/NZ Standard committees for 
interior gypsum products and installation. 
He was a wonderful ambassador for the 
fibrous plaster and plasterboard industry, 
extremely generous with the time he 
gave, and the wisdom and expertise he 
imparted. 

Terry sat on the executive committee 
for both the Fibrous Plaster Association 
and the Wall and Ceiling Association and 
yet he saw the need to have a single 
organisation representing both industries. 
Along with the late Neil Gunn, Terry was 
instrumental in establishing the Interior 
Systems Association (or ISA), which 
was the predecessor to the present day 
AWCINZ and held a number of leadership 
positions for the interiors industry both in 
New Zealand and Australia, serving on the 
executive committee and as president of 
the association.

Terry was a true ambassador for the 
fibrous plaster and wall and ceiling 
industries and his legacy will continue to 
impact lives for years to come.

VALE
TERRY 
MCKAIN
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On The Surface talks to the team at Perth Plaster Mouldings 
about the incredible elliptical skylight they created for 
Westfield Carousel Shopping Centre in Cannington, WA.

limit 
Led by Tom Papas and Steve Kotevski, Perth 
Plaster Mouldings is known for its high-quality 
workmanship and specialist restoration work. 
The company has walked away with trophies 
from a number of AWCI’s Awards of Excellence, 
most recently taking out top honours in the 
Commercial Up To $500k category in last year’s 
national awards for their work on the Westfield 
Carousel Shopping Centre.

Tasked with creating an enormous elliptical 
skylight for Westfield Carousel, Perth Plaster 
Mouldings was excited to be building a full-size 
model for the first time ever. 

“We would normally just make a section of a 
model and then repeat castings,” Steve explains.

“The full size of the ellipse was 15m long and 
11.5m wide. To complete the job, we first had to 
find a workshop that could accommodate the 
size of the dome and allow us space to work 
around it.”

Indeed, there were a number of challenges the 
team had to overcome in order to create the 
larger-than-life skylight.

“In preparing to complete the dome, the first task 
was to make the floor level, which we achieved 
by using plaster building blocks,” Tom says.

“The main challenge, and one of the most critical 
components of the job, was to make sure all three 
axis points looked perfect. This was extremely 

difficult as the dome was designed to be on a tilt. 

“We achieved this by casting aluminum flat 

bar into the model at the required heights. This 

ensured that we would then have a flowing 

ellipse. This formation then allowed us to screed 

SKY'S THE
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the whole dome using these three points. Once all the 
screeding was completed, the dome was sealed and 38 
moulds were taken from it. From the moulds we then 
cast the finished product.”

As with all their jobs, Tom and Steve utilised CSR casting 
plaster for the highest quality finish.

“This allows our cast to be lightweight while still 
maintaining high strength,” Steve explains.

“We also use CSR cornice cement to adhere our 
products to walls and ceilings, and CSR casting plaster 
for grouting.

“Rondo clips, top cross rail and PGI angle was used 
throughout all the casting and also used in the 
installation of the products. We use Rondo’s suspension 
system as it’s a reliable product and complies with 
Australian Standards.”

Once the ellipse was moulded, the next hurdle was the 
transportation of the dome to site. 

The team decided to transport the casts in the moulds, 
which would stop them from going out of shape, 
however, this meant they could only transport two 
moulds and two casts at a time.

The installation process was undertaken by Enzo 
Scarvaci from Finlay Group. 

“Enzo’s feedback was that this was one of the easiest 
pieces of plaster he has had to install,” Tom says.

“The reason for this was we had consulted Enzo 
throughout the whole manufacturing process, which 
meant he knew exactly how to set up his Rondo grid 
system, which attached onto the dome with 6mm rod."

The manufacture of the skylight was a huge project and 
an important milestone for the team at Perth Plaster 
Mouldings. 

“We are very happy and proud of the finished product 
and would like to thank Finlay Group and Scentre Group 
for giving us the opportunity to manufacture a product 
so unique,” Steve says. 

The team decided to transport 
the casts in the moulds, which 
would stop them from going out 
of shape, however, this meant 
they could only transport two 
moulds and two casts at a time.

factsFAST

• The huge ellipse 
measures 15m long and 
11.5m wide

• Thirty-eight individual 
moulds were used to cast 
the ellipse

• The dome acts as a focal 
piece and a skylight.

PROJECT
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gyprock.com au  |  13 17 44

“All our moulds and finished product are cast from Gyprock Casting Plaster. 
I’ve been using CSR Gyprock Casting Plaster for over 30 years now 
and I’m yet to find a product that even comes close.” 
Tom Papas – Perth Plaster Mouldings

Westfield Carousel Shopping Centre
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INDUSTRY PROFILE

Dedication
Many members will be familiar with CSR Lightweight Systems’ executive general 

manager Andrea Pidcock. On the cusp of retiring from the wall and ceiling industry, 
we chat to Andrea about her time at CSR and her plans for the future.

FORGING Anew path
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It has been a great privilege to be 
part of such a fabulous business 
and to work with such a strong 
team. After 14 years in the building 
materials industry, I am also sad 
to be leaving the customers, peers 
and colleagues I have come to 
know so well.

ANDREA, PLEASE TELL US A BIT ABOUT 
YOURSELF:

I live in Sydney with my husband Gerard, our 
son Daniel who is in his first year at uni, and our 
daughter Eva who is in her final year at school.

I started my career in physics and engineering 
working at Rio Tinto to develop sorting and sensing 
technologies for mining applications. It was a 
really fun job and included working on diamond 
sorters at Argyle Diamond Mine in the Kimberley, 
a couple of years at the Tom Price Iron Ore mine 
in the Pilbara and a year in Invercargill at the New 
Zealand Aluminium Smelter. Sadly, though, living 
in remote outposts didn’t work so well for my now 
husband, so I left Rio Tinto to get married. In the 
following years I worked in a few different industries 
and businesses, including an internet startup and a 
major telco, before entering the building materials 
industry as the head of strategy for Boral’s 
Construction Materials business 14 years ago. 
Since then, I have run businesses across concrete, 
quarries, steel, plasterboard and fibre cement 
working for Boral, Fletcher Building and for the past 
four years at CSR.

TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOUR ROLE AT CSR 
LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEMS:

I started out in the wall and eiling industry when I 
joined CSR four years ago to run the Lightweight 
Systems business unit, which comprises Gyprock 
plasterboard, Cemintel fibre cement, and Himmel 
and Potters Interior Systems businesses. This 
is a great group of businesses full of passionate, 
committed people, leading brands and products 
and strong relationships with our customers.

WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME OF THE MOST 
MEMORABLE MILESTONES IN YOUR CAREER?

My most memorable career milestones have been 
times when I have been thrown into the deep end 
and had to learn to swim or else I would sink. One 
of the earliest memorable moments was when I 
spent a year in Invercargill as part of a turnaround 
team working on the Aluminium Smelter. I was 
very inexperienced and initially the people in the 
operation really distrusted us—we were Australian, 
we were from Head Office and we were there to 
reduce costs. Over the course of time, I learnt a 
deep respect for the expertise of the operators, and 
gradually they warmed to us as we identified and 
tackled problems together and started to see things 
improve. Another memorable milestone was when I ran 
my first big P&L business in South Australia. We faced 
a lot of challenges—the market had just dropped like 
a stone and there were a lot of issues in the business 
to deal with. I was fortunate in that I had a stable and 
experienced team who were totally up for whatever 
needed to be done. Even though it took a lot of work 
and was all consuming, I discovered that I really loved 
running a business and being totally accountable for 
results—something I have been fortunate to be able to 
continue to do ever since.

HAVE THERE BEEN ANY KEY MENTORS OR 
PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE THAT YOU ADMIRE 
PROFESSIONALLY?

There are many people that I admire who have 
had a big influence on me. Probably the most 
influential and helpful has been Skipp Williamson, 
who founded Partners in Performance, which 
is now a global consulting company that helps 
businesses realise their potential. I met Skipp 
when I was working in Invercargill 23 years ago 
and she has been a constant support, sounding 
board and advisor through the ups and downs of 
my career ever since. I have also learnt a lot from 
my team. They give me great feedback that helps 
me to become more effective.

YOU HAVE BEEN A STRONG SUPPORTER 
OF AWCI—WHY IS THE ASSOCIATION SO 
IMPORTANT, IN YOUR OPINION?

I really believe in the critical role of the AWCI 
in tackling the many issues and opportunities 
that are shared across the walling and ceilings 
industry. The AWCI does important work in three 
key areas:

• Training apprentices to make sure that the 
industry has the skilled, qualified people we 
need for the future

• Providing contractors with mentoring and 
support so that they can run successful 
businesses, and

• Improving building standards.

The AWCI also recognises the great craftsmanship 
of our trade plasterers through state and national 
awards, and provides important social connection 
in what can be a fairly solitary job.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MAJOR 
CHALLENGES FOR THE INDUSTRY FROM 
YOUR PERSPECTIVE? HOW CAN THESE BE 
OVERCOME?

In the short term, a lot of sectors of the building 
market are in a decline, which puts pressure 

on everyone in the industry, and the economic 
impacts from the COVID-19 restrictions and the 
reduction in immigration and tourism will reduce 
activity further.

Also, following some high profile issues, from fires 
to structural failures, there is increasing focus on 
ensuring that buildings are designed and built to 
standard. This is a great thing but in the short term 
there is a lot of increased stress on engineering, 
compliance and certification resources to make sure 
that standards are being met and confidence can 
be rebuilt.

Finally, investing in the skills base for the future 
and leveraging technology where it makes sense 
to streamline processes and reduce admin burden 
is important for the long-term sustainability of our 
industry.

YOU ARE LEAVING YOUR ROLE AT  
CSR SHORTLY—WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?

I have enjoyed my time with CSR immensely. 
It has been a great privilege to be part of such 
a fabulous business and to work with such 
a strong team. After 14 years in the building 
materials industry, I am also sad to be leaving the 
customers, peers and colleagues I have come to 
know so well.

In September, I will join Pact Group to run their 
Consumer and Industrial Packaging business. 
Pact’s strategy is to lead the circular economy, 
looking to make sure that all packaging is 
recyclable and contains as much recycled content 
as possible. This is a major global challenge and 
something that I care deeply about so I hope to be 
able to help bring this strategy to life.

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU’RE NOT 
WORKING?

When I am not working, I love to just spend time at 
home with my family. My job can be pretty full on, so 
it is great to unwind and have weekends without too 
much pressure. I also enjoy travel, but even before 
COVID-19 we had to curtail this as our kids went 
through their final school years. I am looking forward to 
doing more holiday travel again next year, both locally 
and internationally, once borders reopen. 
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INSOLVENCY ACTIONS DURING COVID-19

Government restrictions on trading have caused 
significant financial difficulty for many businesses. 
Solvency issues will become more of a reality 
after December 31, 2020, when the Federal 
Government's effective moratorium over creditor 
recovery actions through statutory demands and 
bankruptcy notices comes to an end.

Even if the government extends the moratorium 
over creditor recovery actions, as well as other 
mechanisms in place to assist business continuity, 
will this help you continue trading in the long term, 
or will it just delay the inevitable? 

DON'T… ADOPT AN OSTRICH POLICY

In any climate, but more so during periods of 
unexpected economic disruption, the worst 
thing you can do as a business owner is stick 
your head in the sand. The longer you wait, the 
fewer prospects there may be to recapitalise, 
redirect debt and/or sell your business (or part 
of your business) as a going concern, if you are 
experiencing solvency issues.

DO… BE VIGILANT AND ACT EARLY

1. Have those "difficult but necessary" 
conversations with clients about repayment of 
debts. If insolvency is an impending issue for your 
business, you will need to do more than just chase 
up aged debt to remain viable in the long term, and 
consider approaching a lawyer and/or insolvency 
practitioner for advice.

2. If your business is struggling and teetering 
on the brink of insolvency, engage a lawyer 
and/or insolvency practitioner for advice. The 
insolvency practitioner may be able to propose 
a Deed of Company Arrangement in a Voluntary 
Administration process or assist with a Creditors' 
Scheme of Arrangement. The longer you wait to 
address solvency issues, the more likely it is your 
creditors will be facing solvency issues of their 

own, making it less likely they will be amenable to 
any restructuring or turnaround proposal.

MINIMISING THE RISK OF UPSTREAM 
INSOLVENCY

To limit the fallout of an upstream "head contractor" 
or "principal" insolvency:

1. Ensure that payment claims are issued 
regularly, and that payment is made in 
accordance with the terms of your contract. 
Failing this, consider enforcing your rights to 
payment under the Security of Payment Act, 
which may also provide you with a statutory 
right to suspend works.

2. Consider reaching agreement for payment of 
plant, equipment and materials prior to their 
delivery to site and incorporation into the works 
as is the standard position, to minimise the time 
between making payment and then being able 
to recover that payment from your client.

3. Undertake due diligence prior to signing 
contracts, to satisfy yourself as to the financial 
capacity of and reputation of your client.  

4. If you are required to provide security, ensure 
that the requirements for the return of that 
security are clearly identified in the contract and 

that a substantial part of that security is returned 
on completion of the works if your client insists 
on holding security for a defects liability period.  
The return of your security should not be linked 
to the return of security to your upstream head 
contractor under their head contract.  

5. If a "head contractor" or "principal" is placed 
into administration or a liquidator is appointed, 
engage a lawyer. 

Please feel free to reach out to Elon Zlotnick for an initial 

discussion on any of the above. AWCI provides its members 

with a free short consultation with Lander & Rogers to 

discuss their legal needs.

If insolvency is an impending issue 
for your business, you will need to 
do more than just chase up aged 
debt to remain viable in the long 
term, and consider approaching 
a lawyer and/or insolvency 
practitioner for advice.

MINIMISING THE FALLOUT OF A HEAD CONTRACTOR   
OR PRINCIPAL'S SOLVENCY ISSUES

Many businesses are struggling to maintain "business as usual" in the social and 
economic disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic. In light of the government's Stage 4 
"pilot light" level restrictions, it is essential to not only be proactive in addressing any 
solvency issues that your business may have, but also to protect your business from 
the risk of insolvency of upstream "head contractors" and "principals". 

ELON ZLOTNICK 
PARTNER, CONSTRUCTION  
LANDER & ROGERS

LEGAL
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F O R  A W C I  M E M B E R S

landers.com.au

legalsupportAWCI@landers.com.au

Lander & Rogers has a national full service construction practice which helps  
clients to review and draft contracts, manage legal risk and resolve disputes.

Contract negotiation and project 
support 

We have extensive experience in analysing, 
drafting and negotiating construction related 
agreements, including:

• Tendering options, tender evaluations and 
post tender negotiations

• Probity and procurement policy
• Design and construct, early contractor 

involvement, operations and maintenance 
and other delivery models

• Contract administration enquiries,  
including providing customised training to 
assist in ensuring compliance with  
contractual requirements

• Risk management
• Managing insurance requirements

Resolving disputes 

When disputes occur they can impact 
completion and the profitability of your project 
unless managed carefully and with real 
expertise. 

We represent clients at the early stages of a 
dispute, which can successfully resolve claims 
before formal proceedings. Where appropriate, 
we also use alternative methods such as 
mediation, expert determination, and security 
of payment adjudication.

Whilst our emphasis is on avoiding a formal 
dispute resolution processes, we have 
extensive experience helping clients to resolve 
disputes through Courts and Tribunals in all 
States and Territories, as well as by way of 
adjudication, arbitration, expert determination 
and mediation.

Natasha Stojanovich
Partner

D +61 3 9269 9311

Elon Zlotnick
Partner

D +61 3 9269 9370

Lander & Rogers’ Construction  
Lawyers will call you within 24 hours 
to advise on your query. We are  
happy to provide up to 15 minutes 
free legal support to AWCI members. 
If you wish to engage us further, we 
will provide you with a quote and our 
terms of engagement.

Melbourne 

T +61 3 9269 9000
F +61 3 9269 9001

Sydney 

T +61 2 8020 7700
F +61 2 8020 7701

Brisbane 

T +61 7 3456 5000
F +61 7 3456 5001

Lander & Rogers - AWCI On the Surface September 2020.indd   1 15/09/2020   5:23:39 PM



TBA FIREFLY AS1530.8.2 BAL-FZ WALL 
SYSTEM FOR TIMBER AND STEEL FRAME

Our AS1530.8.2 BAL-FZ Wall System allows 
“Lightweight Constructed Buildings-Kit Homes/
Commercial Sheds” to be built in bushfire 
areas which have been designated as being in 
the highest Bushfire Attack Level Flame Zone. 
Simply install our lightweight products and 
clad with steel sheeting to weather proof the 
building. Compliance is met for either steel or 
timber frame.

LAUNCH OF TBA FIREFLY 
ALUMINIUM SOLID PANEL

www.tbafirefly.com.au
Tel: 07 5411 4209
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TBA FIREFLY™ can provide the 
following materials for your next 
New Build or Cladding replacements 
(Remedial/Rectifications)

• TBA FIREFLY FULLY DTS FACADE 
PRODUCTS

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Aluminium Solid Panel (ASP)

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Sarking

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible R0.2 
Vulcan Thermal Break

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Fortaglas™ Backing Rod

AND VIA ALTERNATE SOLUTION

• TBA FIREFLY™ Intumescent Cavity 
Barriers.  
These Cavity Barriers are an 
Intumescent, which means they 
must combust to enable them to 
react and fully close off the cavity 
to the passage of hot gases, heat 
and flame from one level to the 
next. They have been used along 
with some of our other products 
in 4 full scale AS5113 Facade Tests 
which Passed and achieved an EW 
Classification.

For more information please contact:

TBA FIREFLY™ enter the facade cladding market 
with their very own solid aluminium facade panel.

• NEW – ALUMINIUM SOLID PANEL (ASP)
• Deemed to satisfy
• Certified to AS1530.1 & AS1530.3

SUPPLIED BY A COMPANY WHO HAVE BEEN ACTIVE WITHIN 
THE FIRE PROTECTION INDUSTRY FOR OVER 130 YEARS.

TBA Firefly™ is a Division of TBA Textiles who have been  
manufacturing fire resistant textiles and products for more  
than 130 years and have been servicing the Australian market  
for the past 60 years.

Our Non-combustible Ancillary Products have predominantly been 
used behind other manufactures façade panels, the next obvious step 
was to Test and Supply our own panel.

TM

TM
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following materials for your next 
New Build or Cladding replacements 
(Remedial/Rectifications)

• TBA FIREFLY FULLY DTS FACADE 
PRODUCTS

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Aluminium Solid Panel (ASP)

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Sarking

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible R0.2 
Vulcan Thermal Break

• TBA FIREFLY™ Non-combustible 
Fortaglas™ Backing Rod

AND VIA ALTERNATE SOLUTION

• TBA FIREFLY™ Intumescent Cavity 
Barriers.  
These Cavity Barriers are an 
Intumescent, which means they 
must combust to enable them to 
react and fully close off the cavity 
to the passage of hot gases, heat 
and flame from one level to the 
next. They have been used along 
with some of our other products 
in 4 full scale AS5113 Facade Tests 
which Passed and achieved an EW 
Classification.

For more information please contact:

TBA FIREFLY™ enter the facade cladding market 
with their very own solid aluminium facade panel.

• NEW – ALUMINIUM SOLID PANEL (ASP)
• Deemed to satisfy
• Certified to AS1530.1 & AS1530.3

SUPPLIED BY A COMPANY WHO HAVE BEEN ACTIVE WITHIN 
THE FIRE PROTECTION INDUSTRY FOR OVER 130 YEARS.

TBA Firefly™ is a Division of TBA Textiles who have been  
manufacturing fire resistant textiles and products for more  
than 130 years and have been servicing the Australian market  
for the past 60 years.

Our Non-combustible Ancillary Products have predominantly been 
used behind other manufactures façade panels, the next obvious step 
was to Test and Supply our own panel.

TM

TM
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BUSINESS RECOVERY FROM COVID-19  
MUST BE DONE RIGHT... INCH-BY-INCH  
Businesses all over Australia are looking for a quick fix that will snap them back to something that even vaguely 
feels like February 2020.

In fact any small glance at the many articles written by 
supposed business experts will scream about quick fix 
methods that will have your accountant smiling in no time. 

However, your business has no doubt been built over many 
years with lots of sweat and tears from a solid foundation of 
principals that have weathered many storms. More than ever 
it’s our contention that this is the place that you will find a 
recovery plan that will survive the long term and solidify the 
business for the likely future crises. 

You see, recovery doesn’t happen quickly but it can happen 
intelligently. 

Step by step, inch-by-inch, progress can be made towards 
bringing customers back and even seizing an opportunity to 
iron out some long held kinks in the system, can all be part of 
a post Corona virus future. 

The Oliver Stone movie Any Given Sunday features a 
remarkable speech given by the coach of the Miami Sharks 
football team. It is given at half time when the team is being 
roundly defeated. 

Al Pacino as Coach Tony D’Amato, recounts how the 
mistakes of his life have given him an insight into how to 
overcome obstacles that seem hopeless. 

“We are in hell right now, gentlemen, believe me and we can 
stay here or we can fight our way back into the light. We can 
climb out of hell. One inch at a time, and the inches we need 
are everywhere around us.”

No doubt you have assembled good and talented people on 
your team. People who have helped to make your business 
what it is. Those people already have within them the unique 
answers that will help your business out of this slump.  

Those inches can be the little holes in a business that money 
leaks from and they can be everywhere. Plugging them up 
requires a methodological approach and lots of help. 

CONSIDERING AN ADVISORY BOARD

Quite some time ago we came to the realisation that the best 
way to audit and improve our own businesses was to form 
a group of people who each had differing skills but most 
importantly were old enough and experienced enough to 
give advice that was hard earned. 

There are success stories, but many of those have been a 
product of good luck rather than good planning. The reality 
is informal advisory boards can leave companies feeling like 
they bought box seats to an all-star game of experts, but 
instead got a scratch team of advisors playing catch-up.

WHAT YOU NEED IN YOUR ADVISER

Your informal advisory board members should offer:

• A good mix of skills. For instance, you might include 

people in marketing, finance, human resources or the law. 

• Entrepreneurial experience. Have at least one adviser 

who has started and developed a business and therefore 

understands first hand the challenges you face.

• A high level of success. High achievers will have a richer 

store of successes and failures on which to draw when 

advising you.

• Willingness to be completely honest with you about 

problems relating to your business. 

There is a vast untapped resource of retired or semi-retired 

former business leaders who have a wealth of experience 

and skills. These valuable men and women can spend time 

looking closely at a business and help them act to both 

survive and then thrive. 

Some time ago we agreed to seek out experienced 

practitioners to help us, we were determined to get it right. 

We gathered people who not only knew their stuff, but also 

were willing to listen to the specific needs and failures of our 

business and just simply help. It allowed us to pause for a 

day and work on the business not in the business. 

PREPARE FOR A CHANGED WORLD

We should expect that the COVID-19 crisis will change our 

businesses and society in important ways. It is likely to fuel 

areas like online shopping, online education, and public 

health investments, for example. It is also likely to change 

how companies configure their supply chains and reinforce 

the trend away from dependence on few mega-factories. 

There’s no doubt about it: creating, running, and growing a 

business is hard. It’s the ability to keep moving forward, inch 

by inch, that separates the winners from the losers. More 

importantly, it’s the ability to remain positive and aligned 

while gaining those inches that separates good companies 

from great ones.

This is the place of recovery and ultimately victory, in 

defiance of all the odds including a pandemic beyond our 

control. This is the path to business recovery, inch by inch.  

www.greymatteradvisory.com.au 

There’s no 
doubt about 
it: creating, 
running, and 
growing a 
business 
is hard. It’s 
the ability to 
keep moving 
forward, inch 
by inch, that 
separates the 
winners from 
the losers. 

ANDY ROOKE  & DAN VALMADRE 
PARTNERS  
GREY MATTERS BUSINESS ADVISORY
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COMMUNICATE YOUR MESSAGE  
EFFECTIVELY WITH THE THREE C'S   
Have ever you experienced a time when you felt you have clearly explained ‘what’ you wanted to be done and 
‘how’ it needed to be done, only to discover something completely different occurred or nothing happened at all?

You are not alone! 

The reality is many people haven’t been shown or taught how 
to effectively convey information, particularly in a training 
situation. The following is a guide that can assist in presenting 
information in a way that people remember and understand 
clearly.

THE THREE C'S REPRESENT:

A)  Context

B)  Content

C)  Case Study

CONTEXT

The context always gives meaning to the content. When 
content or information is shared without purpose or intention 
behind it, then often the message can be lost. When training 
or leading a team of people, creating context before delivering 
content gives it purpose and creates relatability with the 
information. An example would be, when implementing a 
system or a process, firstly, explain the reasoning behind 
implementing the procedure. An example may be reduced 
challenges on the job site, or removing breakdowns in 
communication, etc. When people understand where you are 
coming from, the information that you deliver will more than 
likely land as an opportunity vs. an inconvenience.

CONTENT

The content represents everything else. Content represents 
what you would like to be done, when you would like it to be 
done, how you would like it to be done, and all the details that 
are required to deliver the key content. 

CASE STUDY

The case study is giving an example that shows how the 
content has worked/been implemented previously or can 
work in the future. The case study example brings to life the 
content and then allows the listener to see how it can be 
practically applied. 

BELOW IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE THREE C’S:

CONTEXT

“Recently there have been a number of challenges with 
team and client communication on jobs. This has caused 
much frustration—in many areas, and it also reduced 
productivity and profitability on jobs. As a business we are 
committed to removing this road block and therefore have 
taken steps to implement a new software application into the 
business. We recognise that change can be challenging for 
some, with new processes and structures to learn, however, 
we know that as a team we can create an even better 
business with this software.”

CONTENT

“The rollout plan with be...” Detail the logistics of what, when, 
who, how...

CASE STUDY

“A business colleague has recently introduced this software, 
and after the initial set-up and implementation, has 
mentioned how much efficiencies and team morale has 
improved—with a much higher customer satisfaction level. It 
would be great for it to happen in this business!” 

www.protradeunited.com.au

When training 
or leading 
a team of 
people, 
creating 
context before 
delivering 
content gives 
it purpose 
and creates 
relatability 
with the 
information.

JON MAILER 
CEO 
PROTRADE UNITED
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Here we get to know AWCI Tasmania President 
Clinton Steele of Brock Plaster, who was recently 

sworn in as a Life Member of the AWCIANZ.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

Originally born and educated in South Australia, 
where his family lived on the East West Railway 
line, Clinton moved to the Northern Territory at age 
16 to start his first job, constructing the new Ghan 
Railway line.

It was extremely hard work, involving 10-hour 
days and 13-day fortnights, with crews only 
permitted to knock off when temperatures reached 
53°C.

Clinton spent two years backpacking around 
Australia and all the way through Europe, working 
along the way. He returned to the NT aged 20, and 
worked many jobs in quarrying, bars, hotels and 
security.

He met his wife, Rosemary, at Alice Springs 
Casino, where she was sent by Federal Hotels 
from Wrest Point in Tasmania to manage a section 
of the casino. 

The couple worked in the casino industry for three 
years, doing a stint in Townsville before returning 
to the NT, where Clinton joined the police force. 
He spent 11 years stationed in small and remote 
communities.

“Rosemary and I loved our time there, particularly 
all the one- and two-man stations,” Clinton recalls.

“Our son, Elliot, was born at Oenpelli, and our 

daughter, Genevieve, was born at Jabiru. We 
travelled south on holidays a lot, particularly to 
Tassie.”

The couple started a small business with another 
police officer and developed land in Darwin and 
Katherine with the intent of being able to leave the 
job and go into “proper business”.

After checking out a few businesses in Tasmania 
while on long service leave, Clinton and Rosemary 
decided to take the plunge in 1998, moving their 
family to Hobart.

“We originally bought a local Hobart glass and 
aluminium business, which we sold recently after 
20 years of running it,” Clinton explains.

“My trade, if I had one, is as a glazier, although I 
never obtained a formal qualification. After about 
three years, I was looking to expand, and told my 
accountant of my plans. He said he knew a good 
business for sale but didn’t think I could afford it. 
That business was Brock Plaster.

“My accountant was right, I couldn’t afford it. 
Regardless, I spent a year working out how to 
put a deal together and eventually bought the 
business. The first three years of operation we 
spent taking big bites and chewing really hard.”  

Rosemary took over running the glass business 

for the next 16 years while Clinton invested his 
full attention in Brock Plaster. At the time, the 
business was a CSR Distributor, plus ran a large 
commercial and domestic contracting arm in 
Hobart and Tullamarine in Victoria, where the 
team was plastering approximately 550 houses 
each year.

“To assist in not going broke, we re-structured 
the business and embarked on a concerted 
apprenticeship training program to refresh and 
professionalise the workforce available to us,” 
Clinton explains.

“One of the great milestones of my tenure 
as custodian of the Brock Group is having 
been largely responsible for the training and 
employment of some 130-plus apprentices in 
many locations and areas of the business.

“We expanded to include branches in Devonport 
and Launceston along with Victoria, and then 
opened a branch in Queensland based out of 
Shailer Park. 

“Winning the best domestic plastering project and 
overall most outstanding plastering job 2008 was 
also another memorable moment, although the 
locals weren’t happy!” 

Clinton says he and Rosemary are very proud of 
how far the business has come in just six years.

ClintonFOR 
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“We established a new business from scratch with 
zero customers and opened a distribution business 
selling primarily Knauf products, now with a 
second ’timber and trade’ shed, which opened 
the day the pandemic was declared... impeccable 
timing! 

“We have grown the business to a level where 
it now pays the bills and keeps a few people’s 
families with food on the table every week, and we 
continue to push the boundaries in relation to what 
is possible.”

A large achievement, and a key and integral part of 
any success, is recruiting the right people for the 
job, Clinton says.

“I am fortunate to have had a loyal and widely 
experienced management team to work with, 
and many of us have been together for the whole 
journey. Likewise, many of the apprentices who 
started with us years ago have gone on to become 
our senior tradespeople and foremen. I thank them 
all for the hard work, talent and dedication they 
bring to our workplace every day.”

Joining the AWCI when he first bought the 
business was crucial to the business’ success, 
Clinton says.

“It was lots of fun, with so many great people and 
characters involved. My first conference was in 
Sydney, and it was a real eye opener, with many 
industry legends in attendance.

“I really like the egalitarian nature of the plastering 
industry, where contractors rub shoulders 
with CEOs, and major distributors and serious 
businesses take the time to assist and work with 
newcomers and small players to help them to 
grow and learn.

“Many of the people I have worked with on the 
Federal Executive have inspired me, and I a debt of 

gratitude to all of those who have assisted a bloke 
who didn’t know how to spell the word ‘plaster’ 20 
years ago to remain in business, understand what 
is important to the industry, and get on with trying 
to make a difference.

“Before anyone unloads criticism on the AWCI, 
they must remember that every person on the 
federal (and state) executives are there for the 
right reasons and are volunteering their time and 
experience to try and make the industry a better 
place for us all to be.

“While none of us are perfect, it must be 
recognised that each and every executive member 
gives up a lot of other activities to try to make a 
difference for the membership. 

“To that end, I also remember and thank our 
manufacturer/corporate members and sincerely 
thank the many representatives to the Federal 
Executive who have made such a difference over 
the years.”

Being awarded Life Membership to AWCI is, 
Clinton says, a true honour.

“I received life membership in Tassie after about 10 
years of being the president, and it was certainly 
an honour at that relatively early time AWCIANZ 
last year was certainly a surprise,” he says.

“There are so many others that richly deserve 
the nomination and the award, but it is certainly 
humbling to be added to the honour board of 
those who have played their small part in trying to 
advance the interests of the membership and the 
industry over the past 70 odd years, and I greatly 
appreciate the recognition.”

Asked about some of his funniest moments on 
the job, Clinton says there are too many to list but 
does recall a few pearlers:

“I remember rolling up to a building site in Victoria 

with our estimator, Pete Anderson, in a hired SAAB 
convertible—the only thing they had available—
dressed for meetings with customers, and being 
laughed off site by the boys, slinging mud at us 
from every vantage point.

“Then there was the time I was taken on by a 
contractor at the first Brock Plaster Christmas 
party, where he did me no damage apart from a 
ripped shirt, to the have all the new apprentices 
pile on top to save me, nearly killing me in the 
process.

“Lastly, I’ll never forget the time one of our 
foremen prepared his own employee of the month 
award, complete with photo and plaque, to hang 
on my wall. It’s still there.”

2020 has certainly had its challenges for 
everyone, and Clinton shares these sage words of 
advice: 

“This too shall pass. If it teaches us anything, it 
should be that sometimes, the simple things are 
the most important things.  

“Health, freedom, ability to be with and see 
family and friends, travel where we want, work 
our jobs and run our businesses, access the 
basic necessities without a second thought, and 
maintain a civilised and tolerant society in which 
to live.

“I see it as an opportunity to take stock, have a 
think about what is important, and to act on that 
going forward.

“The other thing that is apparent, is that we can’t 
do it all by ourselves. 

"Family, marriages, relationships, friendships, 
advisors, supporters, suppliers, employees, 
colleagues, community and mates. All vital 
to making it all hang together and make it 
worthwhile.”  
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Chip McAlpin takes the reins as 2020–2021 AWCI president from 2019–

2020 AWCI President Nancy Brinkerhoff.

McAlpin is division president of the Jackson, Miss., and Louisiana offices of 

F.L. Crane & Sons. He also heads Crane College, a three-step program that 

provides in-class and on-the-job training for everyone from new hires to 

jobsite foremen. 

Headquartered in Fulton, Miss., the AWCI Lifetime Member company has 12 

branches and a workforce of over 600 people. McAlpin graduated from the 

University of Southern Mississippi with a degree in construction engineering 

technology before taking employment at F.L. Crane 25 years ago.

As president of AWCI, McAlpin knows and accepts the challenges the 

industry is facing in the year ahead due to the coronavirus pandemic. While 

travel will likely continue to be limited, McAlpin says he is “interested in 
meeting members... and learning from them.” 

Despite the challenges, he also sees opportunities for AWCI members in 
areas such as the prefabrication market. With social distancing not likely 
going away anytime soon, prefabricated partition walls in health care, 
education and other industries will require the expertise of contractors, 
manufacturers and suppliers throughout the wall and ceiling industry. 

McAlpin also thinks physical distancing rules could improve productivity 
for many contractors: “We (F.L. Crane and other contractors) have been 
trying to prove for some time that if two people are working together on 
one task, at some point one of those workers may not be maximising their 
productivity," he says.

Social distancing rules may push businesses and employees to evaluate 
areas where productivity can be enhanced.

These are the 2020–2021 AWCI Executive Committee members:

•  President Chip McAlpin, F.L. Crane & Sons, Inc., Florence, Mississippi

•  Vice President Shawn Burnum, Performance Contracting, Inc., Lenexa, 
Kansas

•  Treasurer Travis Vap, South Valley Drywall, Inc., Littleton, Colorado

•  Secretary Travis Winsor, The Raymond Group, Orange, California

•  Immediate Past President Nancy Brinkerhoff, Ironwood Commercial 
Builders, Inc., Concord, California

•  Continuing Study Committee Chairperson Mike Taylor, Liddle Brothers 
Contractors, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee

The AWCI Executive Committee leads a board of directors and works with 
committees, members, partners and staff to represent and advance the 
wall and ceiling industry.

AWCI represents 2400 companies and organisations in the acoustics 
systems, ceiling systems, drywall systems, exterior insulation and finishing 
systems, fireproofing, flooring systems, insulation, prefabrication and 
stucco contractors, suppliers and manufacturers. Founded in 1918, AWCI’s 
mission is to provide services and undertake activities that enhance the 
members’ ability to operate a successful business. 

US AWCI ELECTS 2020–21 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

The Association of the Wall and Ceiling Industry announced its 2020–2021 Executive 
Committee, whose terms began on July 1. 

CHIP MCALPIN 
US AWCI PRESIDENT

INDUSTRY

As president of AWCI, McAlpin knows and accepts 
the challenges the industry is facing in the year 
ahead due to the coronavirus pandemic. 
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Q.
WE HAVE A CLIENT THAT WOULD LIKE A 
NEW CONCEALED CEILING. THERE IS AN 
EXISTING SUSPENDED PANEL CEILING AND 
THEY ARE CONSIDERING FIXING CEILING 
BATTENS DIRECTLY TO IT AND LINING WITH 
10MM PLASTERBOARD. HOW SHOULD I 
RESPOND TO THIS QUERY?

A.
For product warranty your client should consider 
one of the following:

• Remove existing suspended exposed grid 
ceiling members and replace with new 
suspended key-lock concealed grid ceiling 
members (best option)

OR

• Leave existing suspended exposed grid 
ceiling members and install new suspended 
key-lock concealed grid ceiling members 

THE 
PANEL

Ask
KIM PROUT 
INTERIM TECHNICAL MANAGER

with...

Q.
I WAS INSTALLING A SUSPENDED DROP 
IN PANEL CEILING. WHEN I WAS DOING MY 
SET-OUT, I WAS INFORMED BY ONE OF MY 
WORKERS THAT THE MAIN RUNNER JOINTS 
ARE TO BE STAGGERED. IS THIS CORRECT?

A.
Yes, that is correct. Main runner joints are to be 
staggered as per manufacturer recommendation 
and AS/NZS 2785:2020 Suspended Ceilings –
Design and Installation. 

TECHNICAL

Q.
AN OWNER HAS ASKED ME TO INSPECT 
THEIR GARAGE WHERE PART OF THE 
CEILING COLLAPSED. THE HOUSE WAS 
BUILT IN 2014 AND THE OWNER HAS ASKED 
IF I COULD REPLACE THE COLLAPSED 
SECTION, MATCHING THE CEILING WITH 
THE SECTION STILL UP. THE ORIGINAL 
CEILING WAS 10MM PLASTERBOARD FIXED 
TO CEILING JOISTS AT 600MM CENTRES, 
CAN I DO THIS?

A.
Sorry, with this being a garage ceiling, the ceiling 
joists are to be a maximum 450mm centres when 
using 10mm plasterboard. You will have to alter 
the ceiling joists from 600mm centres—this will 
mean intermediate joists, giving you spacings at 
300mm centres. Also, perimeter timber work will 
be required. You can then use 10mm plasterboard.

The online courses covered planning and 
preparation for the work, identification of 
authorised installation requirements, and 
inspection and certification that all materials and 
installation and reporting techniques comply 
with authorised procedures.

Participants were provided with the skills and 
knowledge to achieve the required  outcomes to 
understand the correct  applications and methods 
for quality assure  fire-rated lining systems, 
including walls, ceilings, structures, openings 
and penetrations. Upon successful completion 
of theory and practical onsite assessment 
requirements, participants were issued with a 
statement of attainment for unit CPCCBC4047A 
Quality assure fire-rated lining systems.

The first virtual course was held May 22, 2020, 
with the following participants:

Ben Reid

Penny Flanigan

Craig Hill

Guy Soden

Jeremy Rishani

Jared Repen

Tony Winn-Williams

Luke Mackey.

Congratulations to Ben Reid and Craig Hill 
on receiving their Statement of Attainment 
after completing the onsite assessment and 
assignment part of this course unit.

The second virtual course was held August 14, 
2020, with the following participants:

Colin Druce

Michael Huzzey

Geoff Stephenson

Haniel Wilson

Adam Ball

Mark Toy

Wes t’Hart 
Joe Dowling 
Mavrick Cable 
Paul Triplett.

Thank you to Allan Donald for presenting the 
virtual courses. 

AWCI’S FIRE RATED TRAINING COURSE GOES ONLINE
AWCI ANZ held Virtual Fire Rated Courses on May 22 and August 14 via Zoom. 

independent of the currently installed exposed 
grid (provided there is enough room to allow 
for the top cross rail and furring channel and is 
practical to do so).

Alternatively, as the ceiling contractor you can 
get an independent structural engineer to sign 
off on their proposal, then it is up to them and the 
engineer to approve. 

Question?
Email: technical@awci.org.au  to ask our technical panel a question.

HAVE A
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A new Standard ‘Suspended Ceilings – Design and Installation’  
was recently released. AS/NZS2785:2020 has an impact on the industry from 
the way ceilings are designed and tested, through to how they are installed and 

lastly, how they should be maintained.

TECHNICAL
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Suspended 

BROUGHT TO  

YOU BY

Ceiling
STANDARD

WHAT CHANGED
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New
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To help you understand the changes, we’ve gone through the new Standard and 
provided a summary of the changes below. However, as this article is just a short 

review—you should still download and read through a full copy of the new Standard.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHANGES

Nearly everything in the new code has changed, and it certainly was overdue for an 
update, with the current standard being published way back in 2000. However, one 

of the primary drivers for the new code was to bring the document into alignment 
with the AS1170 series loading codes, which all had undergone significant 
revisions during the same period. This alignment includes not only terminology, 

definitions and notations but also load combinations as per AS/NZS1170.0.

Some of the first things you’ll notice is that the standard has increased from 47 pages to 
87 pages, it has a greater focus on earthquakes and life safety-critical applications and all the 

Sections have been shifted around. These are some of the obvious changes but, there have been 
a lot of smaller more subtle changes that need to be considered as well.

As an example, you will see the word ‘action’ has replaced ‘load’ which is the definition provided in 
AS/NZS1170.0.

TECHNICAL

Suspended 

For further specific 
information visit:

www.rondo.com.au

AS/NZS2785:2000 
SUPERSEDED

AS/NZS2785:2020 
CURRENT

COMMENT

Distributed Service loads = 
0.03kPa (3kg)

Imposed live actions = 
0.03kPa (3kg)

Allows the load combination 
to be consistent with AS/
NZS1170.0 and clarified this is 
additional to permanent 
actions on the ceiling.

All hangers to be designed to 
a minimum design action (Su*) 
= 0.5kN (50kg)

Clause 2.3.4. defines minimum 
requirements, load 
combination considerations 
and redundancy.

Clarification as to design 
requirements for suspension 
hangers, including consider-
ation of uplift potential on a 
ceiling, and loss of one 
suspension.

Hatches, service load point (U) 
= 0.3kPa (30kg)

Hatches, imposed point action 
(Q) = 0.2kN (20kg)

Allows the load combination 
to be consistent with AS/
NZS1170.0.

Bulkheads included as 
Appendix J - informative

Bulkheads added:  Imposed 
live Actions = Lateral (Q) of 
0.25kPa in conjunction with 
Vertical (Q) of 0.15kPa.  
Imposed lateral design actions 
(Ed) in accordance with clause 
2.3. 

Bulkheads have been moved 
to a ‘normative’ reference, 
requiring minimum design 
actions.

Definitions, eg; Ultimate limit 
state
…if the probability of failure of 
the system or components is 
acceptably low throughout its 
intended life

…provided the ceiling system 
can resist the most critical 
design action effect

Throughout the standard a 
lot of subtle changes to bring 
the definitions and terminol-
ogy into alignment with AS/
NZS1170 series.

Load combinations
AS/NZS2785:2000 
Clause3.3.5

Referenced back to AS/
NZS1170.0 and Table 2.3.3 
added to cover combined 
actions

Allows load combinations 
to be consistent with AS/
NZS1170.0.

Wind loading included within 
embedded requirement

Wind actions and internal 
pressures given a separate 
clause.

Clear statement on wind 
actions and internal pressures.

Earthquake loading   included 
within embedded requirement

Earthquake actions as per 
AS1170.4 or NZS1170.5, 
included in Sections 2.3, 2.4 
and 4.3 and Appendix B

Significantly increased 
requirements around seismic 
actions along with informative 
information.

Safety provisions for design 
not included

Code now considers 
attachment of partitions to the 
ceiling and dislodgement of 
parts in Clause 2.3.6.2  

Clarification of the design 
requirements to ensure safety 
of the occupants

Serviceability
AS/NZS2785:2000 Clause 
3.4.3

AS/NZS1170.0:2002 Clause 
4.2

Serviceability Limit State Load 
Combinations

Ceiling

Table 1
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The following is a summary of what we believe to be the more important 
changes.

WHAT’S NEW FOR SECTION 2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS?

When comparing the new Standard AS/NZS2785:2020 to the superseded 
AS/NZS2785:2000, you’ll come across the following changes.

DUCTILITY FACTORS

The following table has been added into the new Standard and defines the 
appropriate ductility factors to be used for member and connection design for 
both Australia and New Zealand. 

may fail due to impact with the structure at an SLS condition due to inadequate 
allowance for differential movement between the structure and the ceiling. More 
importantly, it is unlikely that these buildings would have a movement report 
available for the ceiling designer.

For the ULS condition, the ceiling code adopts the maximum drift allowance 
from the respective seismic codes for Australia and New Zealand, unless a 
specific alternative value is provided.

• Australia: 1.5% of the storey height

• New Zealand: 2.5% of the storey height

New Zealand have considered SLS for ceiling systems for some time, and it 
was appropriate for Australia to provide clarity in this area as well. Table 2.4.3 
was included to define the minimum SLS drift requirements, with an overall limit 
not less than 0.4 times that of ultimate.

It was also considered reasonable to clarify that some damage can be expected 
at the SLS simply due to the complexity of the load paths through the ceiling 
grid and abutting structure under seismic actions.

In addition to the above ‘normative’ references in the code, Appendix B has 
been expanded to provide commentary around the drift requirements and 
differential movement between the ceiling and the structure.

DEFLECTION LIMITS TABLE GETS A MAKEOVER

Deflection limits were previously categorised by the ceiling type such as 
concealed or exposed grid, however, they are now categorised by the ceiling 
finish such as matt, textured, gloss, brittle, or flush joint system and the actions 
being considered ‘Sag’ or ‘Cracking’ has been added.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES ARE PROVIDED FOR 
CONTRACTORS

The new Standard details what should be included in tender documents to 

For the ULS condition, the ceiling 
code adopts the maximum drift 
allowance from the respective 
seismic codes for Australia and 
New Zealand, unless a specific 
alternative value is provided.

TECHNICAL

INTER-STORY DRIFT REQUIREMENTS

Inter-storey drift has been expanded and clarified for both Australia and New 
Zealand, incorporating Ultimate (ULS) and Serviceability (SLS) Limit State 
requirements. In Australia, serviceability is deemed to comply when the ceiling 
is designed in accordance with AS1170.4 for Importance Level 2 (IL2) and 3 
(IL3) buildings. This may not necessarily be true in all cases as the ceiling 

Table 2.1.4

ACTION AUSTRALIA 
(RC)

NEW ZEALAND 
(μp)

Section/Member Capacity Checks > 2.5 1.0 (Refer to 
NZ 1170.5 for 
SLS)

Fastener Connection Check:
To Primary Structure
Within Ceiling Gird
Perimeter Connecttion
Component Connection

1.0 1.0
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allow quotation of proposed works including any required engineering 
design. This includes basic design criteria through to more complex seismic 
and wind design, performance and actions, as well as interaction of ceiling 
systems with services.

Construction processes have also been added in including coordinating with 
services for the install, how the ceiling should not be installed until wet works 
have been completed, not starting construction until all documentation is 
completed and checking the site against the documentation before starting 
(using a checklist). 

NEW FASTENER STANDARDS GET A MENTION

AS5216:2018 and NZS 3101 have been included in AS2785.  It reflects the use 
of fasteners in life safety-critical applications and the tests that the fasteners 
are required to pass when installed in cracked concrete. 

SHOULD PARTITIONS BE ATTACHED OR NOT ATTACHED TO CEILINGS?

Partitions should not be attached to the ceiling unless the ceiling has been 
designed to provide restraint. When the ceiling is attached to the partition wall, 
the wall needs to be braced to the soffit and able to take the ceiling actions. 

A WHOLE NEW SECTION FOR DETAILING, CEILING RESTRAINT AND 
SERVICES INTERACTION

A whole new section and what a great addition. NZS4219 resulted from site 
observations post-seismic events in New Zealand and was the first time really 
that ceiling damage was related back to interaction with services in the ceiling 
plenum. Section 4 Detailing, Ceiling Restraint and Services interaction provides 
solutions and commentary to many situations where ceilings and services 
interact.

SERVICES:

• Any service over 7.5kg must be independently suspended.

• No service that has movement can be attached to the ceiling grid.

• Any item that is suspended from the ceiling should be designed to do so, 
in line with the relevant standard and within the ceiling manufacturers’ 
specification. This is primarily directed towards seismic actions, in addition to 
the gravity loading applied to the ceiling grid.

• Cable trays and wires should not be restrained by the ceiling.

SEISMIC:

• An explanation of design solutions for the installation of ceilings to resist 
seismic actions has been included in Section 4.3.3.

• Detailing of perimeter junctions for free and fixed ends have been included, 
as well as seismic joints

• This is a complex design and installation, which we’ll soon cover in our 
Rondo Contractor R-Series (coming soon).      

• Appendix B provides further information on seismic requirements and how 
inter-story drift is calculated.

GREATER FOCUS ON TESTING OF CEILING COMPONENTS

To ensure contractors are provided with high-quality materials to use in 
their suspended ceiling installations, the new Standard includes additional 
information on the requirements for testing by manufacturers and suppliers 
in the industry. Some American Standards have been referenced for test 
method purposes, where there was no Australian Standard available, however 
determination of design capacities needs to be done in accordance with the 
relevant Australian Standard for the material tested.

This includes testing for both strength and serviceability which need to be 
backed by test reports that state everything from the test laboratory name 
through to the mode of failure. It’s a win for contractors to know the products 
they’re purchasing are held to this Standard.

CONCLUSION

If you’ve made it here, you’ve done well, but there is so much more to know 
about the new Standard and we recommend you download it.

Overall it is trying to increase the minimum requirements of ceilings to meet the 
relevant design codes and standards already in place. It is good for the industry 
to have and clears up some of the grey areas that have been around due to 
other codes changing and needing this one to be brought into line.

The standard can be purchased online from SAI Global at https://infostore.
saiglobal.com/en-au/Standards/AS-NZS-2785-2020-117166_SAIG_AS_
AS_2839119/?source=predictive.

Hard copy: $225.35

PDF 1 user: $203.02

PDF 3 users: $263.92

PDF 5 users: $324.83

Conditions of use is stated on the SAI Global website. 

Source: Rondo Building Services 
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Designed to relieve stress from building 
movement; the Studco EJ35-30 is a premium 
control joint for set bead finish on internal 
plasterboard walls and ceilings. It uses a highly 
flexible PVC element that allows for 5mm 
movement in all three directions.

The EJ35-30 is used for plasterboard linings 
up to 16mm thick, supplied pre-assembled 
and ready to install, with a removable tape to 
protect the exposed PVC element that allows 

for easy clean-up after plastering and painting 
is completed. Cutting to length on-site is easy 
with a pair of tin snips.

Studco’s new EJ35-30 complies with all 
plasterboard manufacturers requirements 
and provides a strong, straight and discrete 
finish. For installation intervals, please refer to 
manufacturer’s recommendations and NCC 
requirements. 

www.studcosystems.com.au 

WHAT'SNew
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NEW EJ35-30 EXPANSION JOINT

Do away with dust and keep your customers happy. 
Trimaco’s Heavy Duty E-Z Up Dust Containment Pole 
works with plastic sheeting to create a dust barrier on the 
jobsite. 

In these challenging times it’s also good to reassure your 
customers by creating a physical barrier separating your 
work area and the rest of their property, keeping you and 
your team isolated from other occupants.

The heavy-duty aluminum construction is available in 
three heights: 12ft, 16ft and 20ft. Simply clip plastic onto the 
quick clip and adjust the pole to ceiling height. The unique 
foot pedal ensures a snug fit and there are no loose parts to 
deal with. Each pack contains two poles. 

www.tenaru.com.au

CONTAIN DUST AND ISOLATE      

YOUR WORKSPACE

Pro Plaster Products is proud to bring the most advanced, innovative sanding solution on 
the market to the plastering industry. Mirka dust-free sanding systems are designed to work 
together for optimal dust removal while delivering an unmatched finish. Trust the Finnish for a 
great finish.

The complete Mirka sanding solution consist of abrasives, dust extractors, electrical orbital 
sanders, backing pads and hand sanding blocks, all specifically designed to optimise 
dust extraction, increase productivity, and improved the finish. Everything and anything a 
professional plasterer seeks. The whole range is now available online and in-store. Dealer 
enquiries are also welcome nationwide. 

www.proplaster.com.au

DUST-FREE SANDING SOLUTION
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DONE AND DUSTED

SUPERLITE AUTO TAPER  

CSR Gyprock Casting Plaster is a high-quality, grit-free 
plaster that produces a strong moulded product with 
a clean cast face. Simple to work with, it can be used 
for a variety of purposes in residential or commercial 
construction including repairs and original style 

renovations.

Casting Plaster is often 
used in the manufacture 
of ornamental and classic 
moulded plaster products 
such as plaster cornices, 
ceiling roses, domes, 
ceiling panels and vents.

It is a low VOC plaster 
made by Gyprock in 
Australia, and is available 
in 20kg bags or in 1 tonne 
bulk bag.

 www.gyprock.com.au

Tapepro Drywall Tools introduced the first carbon fibre 
plastering tools with the SuperLite range of flat box handles 
in 2015. The Automatic Taper has long been regarded as the 
pinnacle of taping machines, and Tapepro has just released a 
new model Auto Taper expanding the SuperLite range.

The new SuperLite taper has many new features including 
carbon fibre main tube with reinforced section for quick 
release head, lightweight titanium side plates, carbon fibre 
control tube, billet aluminium control rings with integrated 
pull ring, adjustable control tube rollers, and anodised cover 
plate. Weight has been reduced by almost 400g, which is 
very noticeable, with the titanium side plates making the 
head feel much lighter. Carbon fibre is more temperature 
stable and won’t dent.

The new model retains the features of the standard model 
with a quick release head for easy cleaning, adjustable back-
up roller tension, hinged tape retainer and removable cover 
plate. Available now from your local plasterboard store.

www.tapepro.com

WHAT'S NEW

CSR GYPROCK CASTING PLASTER 

The new Rondo INSPIRE End Cap is an efficient solution to cap internal 
partition wall ends, cavity slider doors, internal balustrades and window 
openings. INSPIRE End Cap provides the strength required to protect the 
corners from impact and increase durability in areas with high traffic. Save 
time onsite with Rondo’s effective, easy to install, and economical solution 
that easily slides onto the ends of plasterboard for capping. The End Cap is 
made from 0.75BMT Zincanneal G2S steel with a pre-finished surface, ready 
for painting. Reduce installation time and compound usage by replacing two 
beads with one cap, creating less joints. The INSPIRE End Cap is available in a 
range of different sizes to suit different stud sizes and wall configurations. 

www.rondo.com.au

NEW END CAP SOLUTION  

Wallpro’s DE-38M Dust Extractor is approved 
for Dust Class M (medium-risk dust). The 

push and clean system protects against the 
dangers of fine dust particles.

The 38L dust extractor has advanced 
suction performance from the 1500W 

high-efficiency single-fan motor that 
provides reliable and efficient performance 
at an economical price to meet the tough 
requirements of extracting harmful dust 

particles onsite. The coated stainless steel drum 
provides robust but lightweight manoeuvrability, 
perfect for long periods of use.

The crush resistant, anti-static hose and 
automatic stop/start function protect the user 
and allows for superior control when connected 
to a power tool. With many other great features 
like variable suction power dial, washable M 
class integrated filter cartridge, filter cleaning 
button, air flow sensor and on board accessory 
storage this vacuum sets the standard for 

quality dust extraction. 

Now available from your local Wallboard 
Tools Distributor. 

www.wallboardtools.com.au
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New South WalesAROUND THE STATES

October 31, 2020, is set for the AWCINSW Annual 
Awards for Excellence.  The AWCINSW Awards for 
Excellence provides wall and ceiling contractors across 
NSW and ACT the opportunity to promote their quality 
work and commitment to excellence.  

This year the AWCINSW will be hosting its Awards for 
Excellence function at Taronga Zoo Dalang Ballroom.  
Taronga Zoo is renown for its  great venue, service and 
hospitality. We are looking forward to a fantastic evening of 
reward and celebration. The AWCINSW strongly believes its 
contractors deserve recognition and reward, so come and 
join us for this industry celebration.

For all our hard-working contractors—please enter 
your work! You deserve the recognition. To enter visit 
www.awci.org.au/nsw/events/awcinsw-awards-of-
excellence-2020/.

The AWCINSW has commitment from Taronga Zoo that 

KEYDates
FOR 2020

AWCINSW TRAINING
Recently Completed Certificate III 
Wall and ceiling linings apprentice 
training through AWCINSW RTO.

Congratulations to our recently 
qualified wall & ceiling liners:

Dylan Bourke  –  G & K Looney 
Plastering

Aaron Ball – Roger Ball Plastering           

Chaleb Londero  – Onset Plastering

Luke Shorrock – Icon Ceilings

Jaiden Watson – Inland Plastering

Congratulations to these 
apprentices and thank you to Roger 
Ball Plastering, G & K Looney 
Plastering, Onset Plastering, Icon 
Ceilings & Inland Plastering for 
choosing to support the AWCINSW 
Apprentice Training Program. 

HAVE YOU LIKED US ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA YET? 

WHAT YOUR AWCINSW HAS BEEN DOING LATELY
Recently, the AWCINSW welcomed members 
to have their say on a review of the Mutual 
Recognition (Automatic Licensed Occupations 
Recognition) Act 2014.

The Act will allow licences issued in one state or 
territory to be recognised automatically in NSW, 
and vice versa, without the licence holder having to 
obtain a local licence or pay an additional licence 
fee. Currently, only electrical trade work licences 
in the ACT, Victoria, Queensland and NSW are 
recognised under the scheme.

This review offered an opportunity for members to 
share their feedback to let us know what changes 
were needed to ensure that the legislation 
operates effectively and works fairly for industry 
and consumers.

Members were invited to join a Construction Awards 
Webinar hosted by the Australian Building and 
Construction Commission. The webinar covered the 
most recent changes to the Building and Construction 
General On-site Award and other relevant modern 
awards in the construction sector. The changes 
could be significant to your business, so this was 
an opportunity to hear all about them. We trust you 

gained benefit from joining in.

AWCINSW advised employers about the changes 
to the the Building and Construction On Site Award 
2010 to include additional measures during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The changes include additional 
measures during the pandemic. These additional 
measure will operate from August 11 to September 
30. Members should visit www.nsw.awic.org.au and 
review the changes and what employers need to do.

AWCINSW are collaborating with ICARE to develop 
webinars to members regarding ICARE and the 
building and construction industry. We are currently 
working on content that will include:

• Overview of ICARE

• How ICARE is supporting NSW businesses during 
the pandemic 

• Building and construction data insights 

• Who needs workers insurance/employer 
obligations

• Tools and resources available.

Members will be advised of these webinars shortly—
keep an eye out for your e-news and on social 

media of when these will be held. 

With the efforts of our Madeleine Gregorio, 
AWCINSW has ramped up its 
presence on social media—make sure 
you are not missing out, like us!  

Our Instagram handle is  
@awcinsw and Facebook: 
AWCI NSW & ACT.

all social distancing requirements will be met and there 
is ample room to host our function. In the unfortunate 
event that the event is cancelled due to government 
regulation regarding COVID-19, don’t worry, we’ve got 
you covered—all refunds will be paid 100 per cent. 

The team 
from Creative 
Plasterers

New South Wales
SHANE CROKER 
PRESIDENT, AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES

OCT 31  Awards for Excellence

    MEMBERSHIP 

Enquiries
Visit our website at 

www.nsw.awci.org.au

PO Box 450, Parramatta NSW 2150 

Phone: 02 9891 6188 

Email: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

LET'S CELEBRATE!



New South WalesFIVE 
MINUTESwith
CODY WHITTAKER 
CREATIVE PLASTERERS

HOW HAVE YOU BEEN DOING? HOW HAS YOUR 
LIFE CHANGED ON THE NSW/VIC BORDER?

It’s been okay, currently we have no cases where I 
am so that’s made life easier but at the start it was 
a struggle. The constant changes and not knowing 
made everything harder, on top of the isolation. I had 
workers in Canberra wanting to come home as they 
were worried and didn’t know what was going to 
happen next or how it would affect them. 

HOW HAS YOUR BUSINESS (CREATIVE 
PLASTERING) BEEN GOING/BEEN AFFECTED 
DURING THIS TIME?

We’ve implemented all the government instructions, 
including social distancing at work sites and wearing 
face masks while completing works. I’ve made 
more toolboxes for my guys so we aren’t sharing 
our tools as much to limit too many people touching 
the same surfaces. Wearing a face mask has made 
it difficult to breathe while completing certain jobs. 
This has caused us to slow down our day-to-day 
business but we are still working to our deadlines 
and progressing ahead in all our works.

HOW HAVE YOU BEEN MANAGING THE 
RESTRICTIONS AND WORKING ACROSS THE 
TWO STATES?

I’ve had to adapt quickly. Starting with creating a 
COVID Safe plan, border passes and then updating 
my employees with the latest news. As I live on the 
border of NSW/VIC, my work routes have changed 
and I’ve had to manage my jobs differently. I've had 
to make employees living in NSW work just NSW 
jobs and the same for my VIC employees.

HOW HAS AWCI NSW HELPED YOU WITH THIS 
CRISIS?

AWCINSW has been a great help. When I went to 
set up a COVID Safe plan for my business, and I 
looked online, I couldn’t find anything specific for the 
building trade, as it was mainly resources for shops 
and cafes. So when I emailed AWCINSW, Jane 
was able to assist and sent specific outlines and 
templates on how to create a COVID Safe Business 
Plan. AWCINSW has been a great resource. 
Throughout the lockdown and even now AWCINSW 
has been in constant communication with me about 
what’s going on and helped with the uncertainty on 
what’s happening. 
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AWCINSW are working with together with the Director of Operations Trent Roll and Senior 
Inspector Harry Faros from the Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC) 
to develop presentations and webinars to NSW members regarding the role of the ABCC 
and how they can assist your business. Members will have received a survey asking what 
it is they would like to be addressd by the ABCC in our webinars. We’ll be in touch with you, 
but keep an eye out in your e-news and on social media for more details. 

Scottish-born carpenter Jim Paterson and 
his wife Joyce established Commonwealth 
Floor (Riverina) in 1956. Some years later 
the business was taken over by Olympic 
General Products. When Olympic withdrew 
from the industry in 1964, Jim and Joyce 
established their now thriving business Tru 
Floor/Tru Ceilings.

In 1979 Tru Floor Service joined the 
Newfurn cooperative buying group, which 
became known as Carpet Choice, and the 
local domestic business became Tru Floor 

Carpet Choice.

Sixty years later, the business is still owned 
and operated by the second generation of 
Patersons, based in Albury/Wodonga.

In September 2011 a new brand was 
launched and now markets all services 
under the one collective brand: Tru 
Services Group.

The team's levels of service delivery to the 
building and construction industry and their 
commitment to helping you get the job done 
are higher than ever. 

The easy fix would be to move the 
NSW/Victoria State Border from Albury/
Wodonga (Murray River) to Wagga Wagga 
(Murrumbidgee River) and let the team 
at Riverina Plaster Works worry about 
COVID-19 instead of us!

While we continue working within the Cross 
Border Bubble, the coordination each day 
to make sure each and every employee 
has their current travel permits displayed 
correctly and up to date, which can change 
at any time, is exhausting.

If we were to travel outside of the Cross 
Border Bubble, different travel permits must 
be obtained and displayed accordingly.  
Individuals are required to self-isolate after 
work and refrain from attending any social 
or other activities after work, however, can 
return the next day and resume activities on 
building sites.

The delays caused by travelling through 
border security police check points 
increases anxiety with many tradies.  
Attempts to beat the traffic by starting early 
are thwarted by having to wait for sites to 
re-open and then go through the morning 
re-induction and declaration of being 

COVID-19 free.

The wearing of face masks are mandatory 
in Victoria but optional in NSW, with some 
sites requesting to do so and others only if 
you want to. I question how does COVID-19 
know to stop at the border? Surely it should 
be mandatory in both states.

The impact on our local economy during 
this pandemic is devastating, with main 
street retail business closing everywhere. 
Our favourite coffee shops are losing out big 
time but hopefully all will return to normal 
one day soon.

Material supplies from interstate (Victoria) 
our now being affected, with closure of 
many manufacturing plants and distributors 
adding concern to pending completions 
dates on sites.

Our manufacturers' sale representatives 
from interstate are restricted from crossing 
the border—at times this is a good thing 
but we do miss the free lunches, gifts and 
overseas travel vouchers (haha). But we 
sincerely look forward catching up with 
everyone soon.

Life will come back to the new normal 
somewhat soon.

LIFE ON THE BORDER WITH COVID-19
AWCINSW MEMBER IAN PATTERSON OF TRU SERVICES

ACROSS THE BORDER—HOW SOME OF OUR NSW MEMBERS ARE 
COPING WORKING ACROSS THE NSW/VICTORIA BORDER

TRU SERVICESAboutA BIT

ABCC WEBINARS  



Western Australia

Members

Since our last state report we are pleased to say WA 
has fared pretty well compared to other states, with 
the Building and Construction sector remaining open, 
however, we need to remain mindful that things can 
change pretty quickly like they have in Victoria.

The talk around the industry seems to think that 2021 
will be busy, especially with the residential sector, 
since the State Government announced the stimulus 
package of $20,000 for new builds, which followed 
the $25,000 stimulus from the Federal Government. 
The first home buyers grant also still applies. Building 
companies and Landcorp have seen record numbers in 
people signing for new homes and land. This will be a 
welcome change for the residential sector as the past 
few years have been quieter.

There is great opportunity for tradies with the WA 
Government announcing $492 million investment 

in education infrastructure, with new sports halls, 
classrooms, specialist facilities and refurbishments over 
the next four years.

Good news for the South-West Region with the 
government unveiling a $252.3 million package as part of 
the WA Recovery Plan, there will be significant investment 
in construction, manufacturing, education, and training. 
There is also a $492.2 million major school upgrade for 
the South West. The WA Government has announced a 
Kimberley Recovery Plan and the $110.9 million package 
includes investment in construction, manufacturing, 
tourism, education, and training. This will create jobs for 
local tradies and apprentices. 

We are hopeful that with all these packages being 
announced, the building and construction industry 
will see growth and happier days in WA in the 
coming months. 

Western Australia
RACHEL MCMAHON 
PRESIDENT, AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA

    MEMBERSHIP 

Enquiries
Visit our website at 

www.wa.awci.org.au

PO Box 1819, Malaga WA 6090 

P: 0433 586 119 

E: adminwa@awci.org.au

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY 
KEYDates

FOR 2020

OCT 30 Southwest Sundowner

NOV 13 Awards of Excellence 
  Sundowner

DEC 3 AGM

AWCIWA welcomes its new 
members: 

• CSR Bradford 

• Progressive Materials

NEW

Members continue to receive 

industry news on a weekly 

basis, we bring you current 

information as we receive and we 

are hoping this is helping. If any 

members wish to include more 

staff members on the mailing list, 

please contact our office. 

E- NEWSLETTERS
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APPRENTICES IN THE WEST  
TAFE’s in the metropolitan area are back to normal 

with face to face in the classrooms. Whilst numbers 

are lower than previous years it is pleasing to see that 

employers have managed to keep their apprentices 

with help from stimulus packages, job keeper and 

grants from CTF.

TAFE’s report that apprentice numbers currently are 

predominantly commercial with only a few residential. 

Hopefully this will change with more work commencing.

New incentives are being made available to 
employers who re-employ apprentices and trainees 
that may be of our contract due to COVID.

The Department of Training and Workforce 
Development is offering a one-off payment of 
$6,000 to reemploy an out of contract apprentice 
and $3000 for an out of contract trainee.  

For a run-down and more 
photos from the Apprentice 
Challenge turn to page 34.

APPRENTICE CHALLENGE

>
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with
GEOFF COLLICOTT 
PREMIER CEILINGS

WHEN DID YOU JOIN AWCI AND WHY?  
Premier Ceilings has been a member for the AWCI for over 
40 years (before my time).

I became involved with the AWCI when I joined Premier 

Ceilings in the '80s. I have been a state and national 
president as well as sitting on the state executive for 
many years. I also was a part of the national executive for 
around five years. I have attended every national annual 
conference for more than 20 years.

I believe that anyone that works in this industry should 
join up as you get to meet many great people that have a 
wealth of knowledge to share.

TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF:

Before getting involved in this industry I trained as a motor 
mechanic in the early '70s. I did that for around 10 years. 
I first started in the ceiling industry in the early '80s as 
a trainee doing a two-week crash course (convinced 
by my brother-in-law Dave Steadman) then continued 
as a subcontractor for a few years before becoming an 
employee of Premier Ceilings, where I did everything from 
estimating, scheduling and supervising, to name a few. 
Eventually I became a partner in the business in the '90s 
and have been the general manager since then.

BIGGEST CHALLENGE IN YOUR BUSINESS?

Biggest challenge in business is a combination of many 
things. Having a good relationship with your staff is 
important and making sure your staff are always providing 
the best possible service to your customers. Along with 
keeping all your costs in check. 

FAVOURITE PART OF THE JOB?

Having very skilled staff that can produce some amazing 
work that has led to receiving multiple industry awards. 

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?

I love to spend time with our children and grandchildren, 
boating and caravanning around our wonderful country.

FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT?

Favourite spot was a quick cheap trip to Bali (not at the 
moment). Also love the Kimberly region of WA. 

AWCI WA in the past few months has 
been involved in a joint industry group 
which collaborates on advocacy, with 
Master Builders facilitating this joint 
industry group. This group provides an 
informal forum to share information and 
perspectives and discuss cooperative 
advocacy efforts across areas of 
mutual interest and concern. This 
currently includes the proposed 
industrial manslaughter laws, new 
duties on safety service providers and 
the industrial relations and workers’ 
compensation changes. The group 
has continued to grow since its first 
roundtable meeting to discuss industrial 
manslaughter and there are now 35 
groups involved. The changes that the 
AWCIWA alongside MBA and other 
industry stakeholders are:

1. IR and WC Bill—Changes to workplace 
relations under the Industrial Relations 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2020. 
The bill proposes sweeping changes 
to the industrial and workplace 
relations provisions which will affect 
all employers in Western Australia. 
There is no demonstrated need for 
the changes and no clarity around the 
purpose and effect of them. Not only 
are the provisions of the IR Bill unclear 
and confusing, they appear to provide 

for increased union power and ability 

to pick between national and state 

laws without accountability, as well 

as introduce the ability for unions to 

continue to operate if disqualified by 

the regulator in another jurisdiction. 

 Proposed changes to workers’ 

compensation eligibility and applicability 

under the Workers’ Compensation 

and Injury Management Amendment 

compensation eligibility and 

applicability under the Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management 
Amendment (COVID-19 Response) 
Bill 2020. We expect the bill to 

have significant impacts on workers' 

compensation claims and insurance 

premiums and raise issues regarding 

the breadth of coverage under 

prescribed diseases (not limited to 

COVID-19), the termination date for 

common law claims and changes in 

indexation of worker entitlements. 

2. S26A WHS Bill—Work Health 

& Safety Services—impact of 

proposed section 26A of the Work 
Health and Safety Bill 2019 (WHS 
Bill), which seeks to impose specific 

additional duties on the providers of 

safety services. 

ADVOCACY IN THE WEST  

FIVE 
MINUTES

Do you have a job that you are proud of? 

Enter your work in our awards and the 

winners from each category will be able to 

showcase their work throughout Australia 

and New Zealand in On the Surface.

NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN

Nominations are open for our Awards of 

Excellence. WA has nine categories:

• Residential up to $100K

• Residential over $100K

• Residential Regional

• Commercial up to $500K

• Commercial over $500K

• Commercial Regional

• Façade

• Specialist Linings

• Decorative and Heritage

The Awards of Excellence Sundowner 

will be held on Friday, November 13, at 

The Aviary, where the winners of both 

the Awards of Excellence and Apprentice 

Challenge will be revealed. 

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE  
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... we were mindful to 
not over-crowd due to 
restrictions and live 
streamed to social 
media during the day.

AROUND THE STATES

The AWCI WA Apprentice Challenge was an excellent day.  

It was held at South Metropolitan TAFE Rockingham and 

the day ran very smoothly.  

Special thanks to South Metropolitan TAFE for allowing us 

to hold our apprentice challenge this year, we were mindful 

to not over crowd due to restrictions and live streamed to 

social media during the day.

Thanks to our sponsors BGC for supplying the plasterboard 

and cornices, Rondo Building Services for the steel, CSR 

for the compounds, Building Supplies WA for the screws, 

Wallboard Tools for the gift bags for each apprentice, Hybrid 

Linings, SP Ceilings and Ceiling Force for the morning tea 

and lunch provided to the apprentices, lecturers and judges.

Special thanks to our judges for giving of their time, we 

could not do it each year without you.

The winners of the Apprentice Challenge will be announced 

at the Awards of Excellence Sundowner on November 13, 

2020, at The Aviary. 

APPRENTICE CHALLENGE—AUGUST 28, 2020 



Western Aust

RM00849AB
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TasmaniaSouth Aust
It is hard to be positive in times like these, however I feel that we 
should try and focus on the pros rather than the cons. 

We were and are considered an essential service during the 
recent lockdown, which meant that even though many of our 
businesses suffered a downturn, we were able to get out of 
bed each day and go to work. Traffic was negligible—an added 
bonus—and by and large the pandemic hasn’t really affected 
our industry as much as many others.

However, I would like to stress that we as contractors must not 
be sucked in to the “race to the bottom”. 

I am not sure whether I have used this phrase before in print but 
it is one that I have used many times over the years. As soon 
as work starts to become scarce, many builders go in with no 
margins to win projects. After they have procured that job, rather 
than awarding it to the lowest price they got at tender time or 
negotiating with the two lowest, they shop around for months. 

I have had contractors complaining to me that to win a job 
they have had to beat a ridiculously low price from another 
contractor, which the builder has presented to them. 

They have even complained that the other contractor is ruining 
the market, even though they have dropped their own price to 
beat them. 

This is “The Race to the Bottom”. 

Know what price you want to do the work for and stick to it. If 
you keep dropping your price, you are not part of the solution. 

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
Even though we are not having an awards night we still 
have received a lot of extremely good entries.

As previously stated, the winners will be featured in the 
next issue of On the Surface. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
I would like to thank Jared Repen for his time on the AWCI 
executive both as Vice President of SA and South Australia’s 
representative on the National Executive.

Jared recently had to resign due to personal reasons.

I would like to acknowledge Phil Cooymans, who has been 
voted in as the new representative on the National Committee 
for AWCI SA. 

South Australia
STEPHEN LANGRIDGE 
PRESIDENT, AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GREETINGS AGAIN FROM  
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

AROUND THE STATES

    MEMBERSHIP 

Enquiries
Visit our website at 

www.awci.org.au/sa

PO Box 73, Collinswood SA 5081 

P: 1800 313 110 

E: adminsa@awci.org.au

NEW ADDRESS
Please note: we have moved 
and our new contact details 
are now as above.

Phil Cooymans and myself recently 
attended the St Paul’s School careers night 
as representatives of AWCI. 

Due to COVID-19 the number of students 
was down from previous years, but it was 
a worthwhile evening. We need to promote 
our association and our trade at every 
opportunity. 

CAREERS NIGHT
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TasmaniaSouth Aust
Tasmania is fortunate to have managed through the COVID-19 pandemic 
quite well, and the government has assisted the construction industry by 
encouraging the release of as many ‘ready to go’ projects as possible for 
tender and commencement.

Lobbying of our government by many of the Tasmanian Trade 
Associations (Including AWCI TAS) assisted this process to highlight the 
danger of the construction industry stalling around September through 
December with many companies running out of existing work about then. 

Whilst many of the larger projects have been shelved for now, there are 
numerous smaller and medium sized projects being released for tender, 
with a focus on state government assets such as schools, health centres, 
infrastructure and improvements to local facilities.

Domestic construction seems to remain reasonably strong at this time, 
with currently no downturn in approvals or workload for our trade.  

Anecdotally, all regions seem to be busy and all trades are currently in 
demand. A good situation to be in and fortunate we are not in lockdown 
like some of our mainland colleagues. 

Tasmania
CLINTON STEELE 
PRESIDENT, AWCI TASMANIA

    MEMBERSHIP 

Enquiries
Visit our website at 

www.tas.awci.org.au

19 Mornington Rd, Mornington TAS 7018 

P: 03 6228 1411 

E: admintas@awci.org.au

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY IN TASMANIA
TRAINING, PROMOTION OF TRADE AND 
ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 
We have remained very low-key, with one general meeting and social event 
(the first since February) cancelled due to several factors, including low 
numbers interested in attending. Another is scheduled shortly.

We continue to appreciate the other states, particularly WA and the 
AWCIANZ office, for the interesting and topical information and webinars 
on passive fire etc., which we continue to forward out electronically to the 
Tasmanian membership.

We hope that our mainland counterparts are all travelling OK, and send our 
thoughts especially to Victoria in lockdown, and NSW, with the hope that 
things improve dramatically on the COVID-19 front.

Stay well and appreciate the small things in life that sometimes escape 
our attention. 

Stanley
THE 
WONDER 
DOG 
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Queensland
It is fair to say that 2019/2020 will be year that no one will 
ever forget, thanks to COVID-19. This insidious disease has 
disrupted the world and now—after living with it for the past 
six months, and possibly for the next 12—we can look back 
and be thankful that we live in Australia and that we are in 
the construction industry.

While we have been affected to varying degrees, we 
have without doubt been only scratched currently by the 
restrictions necessarily implemented by our government 
and health authorities to manage this pandemic. 

Like all our members the restrictions has had an effect 
on our operational capabilities, and many of our normal 
functions (meetings etc) have had to be facilitated 
differently or postponed, including our annual awards 
night. This is significant, as it is the major celebration for our 
industry, that recognises the diversity, skill and importance 
of our trade in the construction industry. It's also a chance 
to showcase our apprentices, acknowledge the importance 
of training and investing in our future. 

But most importantly, our Apprentice Challenge. This 
competition highlights the skills of the talented young 
men and women that have, along with their employers, 
invested and committed to our industry. While this 
event has been unable to be conducted this year, it will 
be back, along with the awards night, as soon as it is 
physically possible.

While we haven’t been able to hold events, we have 
maintained a solid communication with our members, 
in regards to all things COVID-19 related. Suzanne has 
done great job of keeping our members up to date with 
government initiatives implemented to help our industry. 
We as an industry organisation have been lobbying 
government with all the other construction industry groups 
as to the importance of our industry to the economy. 

While we have been restricted we have not been 
inactive. The AWCI, has a national RTO, and we have 
made submissions for funding to upgrade our fire course 
and to put together an educational program to roll out 
to builders to address the misconceptions and poor 
practices around painting and decorating plasterboard. 
Regardless, commercial or residential, it is the most 
common of problems. 

AWCI QLD spent a considerable amount of money and 
time putting together a comprehensive series of videos 
on common bad practices or misconceptions as to how 
plasterboard should be finished. This was done collectively 
and in conjunction with the Master Painters, paint and 
plasterboard manufacturers, HIA and QMBA. While it is 
a great resource, and available to all members through 
the members portal on our website, it is still the best kept 

secret, and hence why we need to get out there and use it 
to educate, builders, their supervisors and consumers.

There are many other initiatives that we are working on to 
help to promote our industry, and I encourage you all to 
get actively involved. The strength of our association is our 
members, and having you conveying a consistent message 
to our customers is key in addressing issues. The old union 
adage of 'together we stand, divided we fall', is so true. Let's 
stand together and be a unanimous voice for change. You 
can do your bit by engaging with us as regularly as you 
can—if not in person then send us an email or call myself 
or any of the board members and let us know what it is we 
need to be doing to help you. 

With that I would like to acknowledge the current Board, 
Suzanne and the members of our technical committee  
for their continued support and hard work this past year. I 
appreciate more than most the difficulty of balancing your 
day job with the expectations and requirements of any role 
within AWCI, so thank you.

Finally, I would like to thank our members for their 
continued support and belief in our organisation. 

OZ SET AUSTRALIA WINS MASTER BUILDERS 
COMMERCIAL TRADE CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

Queensland
PERRY RICHARDSON 
PRESIDENT, AWCI QUEENSLAND

   MEMBERSHIP 

Enquiries
Visit our website at 

www.awciqld.org.au/member

12/16 Crockford St Northgate Qld 4013 

Phone: 07 3846 5688 

Email: adminqld@awci.org.au

AROUND THE STATES

Oz Set Australia Pty Ltd has been named 
Master Builders Commercial Trade Contractor 
of the Year 2020 award for the Peregian 
Beach Hotel on the Sunshine Coast. 

Oz Set had to install and create  the new 
archways above the bar to house the powder-
coated frames as well as sheeting and setting 
the bar, behind the bar and bistro area, the 
bulkheads, columns, bathrooms and hallway.

The four archways had to be framed out in 
Rondo and then set to form the openings, 
the craftsmanship really showing when the 
interior frames were installed and fit perfectly 

in the space created by the Oz Set team. 

The project was on a tight schedule the whole 
project was to be completed by all trades in a 
two-week timeframe, meaning plenty of long 
days and nights to complete the work on time.

Well done Oz Set, and congratulations on 
your win! 

"The strength of our 
association is our 
members, and having 
you conveying a 
consistent message to 
our customers is key in 
addressing issues."
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Queensland
AWCI QLD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – BOARD NOMINEES
CONTRACTOR NOMINEES 

Daniel Crompton is a commercial project manager for QCL Group, 
a multi -award winning contracting company and receipient of 
the 2019 Overall Winner in Excellence for Queensland.

Daniel has been working in the construction industry for over 
25 years and during this time gained qualification in Drywall 
Plastering, Passive Fire Wall & Ceiling certifying, Carpentry & 
Certificate 4 in Building. He has previously held the position of an 
executive board member of the association and now wishes to 
return and continue this role to focus on improving the support for 

members with current industry challenges.

Since standing as an executive board member with AWCI 
QLD, Daniel’s has been actively promoting the AWCI to 
increase memberships and benefits to members. In addition to 
supporting AWCI QLD administration with technical, industrial 
relations and business support he has been heavily involved 
with the Queensland Master Painters Association, Queensland 
Master Builders, HIA, Fire Protection Association and other 
industry bodies.

DANIEL CROMPTON – QCL Group (Member since 2015) 

Trish Heran's family has been in the building industry since 
1952, and she has also had experience within the industry for 
25-plus years.

Over the past five years Trish has worked alongside her father 
within his business, Epic Plastering. The experience she has 
gained while working with him has enabled Trish to look after all 
day-to-day business matters.

"I am very passionate about the wall and ceilings industry we 
work in," Trish says.

"I want to be able to assist others with the knowledge that I have 
gained over the years.

"I feel that I would be a be an asset to the committee and can 
offer new ideas to help our industry grow and assist in the 
education of other members."

TRISH HERAN – Epic Plaster (Member since 2016) 

Perry has been in the walls and ceilings industry since 1985 and 
a member of the AWCI for over 30 years, having served on the 
council for more than 20 of those.

He has been Queensland State President three times during that 
period as well as National President for four years.

"I run a contracting business and also have a manufacturing and 

distribution business also servicing the plaster industry, so I feel I 

understand the frustrations and challenges facing our members," 

Perry explains.

"My reason for being involved with AWCI has always been a 

simple one: to help our Industry be well represented and better 

educated."

PERRY RICHARDSON – A1 Interiors (Member for over 30 years) 

John Kelly has been involved in the building industry for more 
than 30 years.

He began as a sell-employed contractor and is now running one 
of the largest tier one contracting business in Queensland. 

As general manager of Precision Group of companies, John 
has undertaken some of the largest projects in South-East 

Queensland.

After establishing the Brisbane-based Precision Interior Walls 
and Ceilings in 2004, it has grown to be a market leader, winning 
numerous awards for its projects. 

John brings with him a wealth of knowledge and experience to 
the AWCI executive team.

JOHN KELLY – Precision Interior Walls and Ceilings (Member since 2009) 

Jon is applying for a position on the board as he believes he will 

be an asset to the committee. 

"I have enough time to come to the meetings due to our systems 

and I think in a different direction to most contractors I know," Jon 

says.

"I have plenty of drive and motivation to make a change in this 

industry on multiple levels. As a qualified carpenter/plasterer and 

builder I understand both how to build onsite, how to run that 

site from the office and the challenges the industry faces on both 

fronts.

"I am very honest and try to do my bit for the community. I am 

currently sponsoring Beerwah Bulldogs JRL, Dayboro Cowboys 

JRL, Beerwah Golf Club, Cancer Council, Surf Life Savers and 

Glasshouse Cricket Club Seniors and Juniors.

"I have a keen interest in the technical aspects of the industry and 

what we as contractors can do to improve it as a whole."

JON AGOSTINELLI – Fast Tracked Constructions (Members since 2016) 

AROUND THE STATES
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AROUND THE STATES

AWCI QLD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – BOARD NOMINEES
SUPPLIER NOMINEES

"I have been a member of the AWCI for over 25 years and a 
plasterboard distributor for the same amount of time in the South-
East Queensland region," Russell says.

"I actually spent some years on the AWCI council in various roles 

about 10 or so years ago.

"I have always believed in giving back to the industry and felt that 

I now have the time to do so once again."

RUSSELL ARGUS  – Plastamasta Gold Coast 

Dan Hanara is an engineer with 15 years of experience in 

manufacturing. From processing raw materials though to finished 

goods he has worked in the paper, alcohol and fibre cement 

industries. He has been a part of the manufacturing team at 

James Hardie for several years. From a coordinator though to the 

senior mechanical engineer, he is now part of their commercial 
team providing technical guidance and support in the commercial 
construction space.  

In his downtime, Dan enjoys Crossfit and working with local 
youth groups in his community.

DAN HANARA  – James Hardie 

David Blindell, has spent 34 years with CSR, learning the entire 

business from warehouse, production, trade stores, account 

manager across, retail, residential and commercial to his current 

role as QLD segment manager commercial, with a direct team of 

six staff. 

He has been involved in product and system development across 
Gyprock, Cemintel and Himmel. 

David is very customer focused on helping provide practical 
solutions that add value. Has a MBA major in marketing and is an 
active part of the current Executive Committee.

DAVID BLINDELL – CSR 

Leigh's experience started as an apprentice plasterer in Victoria, 
which he completed in 2006. He spent six years as a contractor, 
two years with his own business doing high-end housing work, 
and 11 years with manufacturers. 

"During my time with Knauf I spent time overseas understanding 
different plastering methods and understanding of how plaster 
products and manufacturing works," Leigh says.

"As a salesperson or technical rep my strong skill set has been 
relating to contractors and helping educate them on either 
tools, services or manufacturing literature. I have a passion 

for connecting with plasterers and helping as it is the core of 

my working profession. Sitting on the board its important to 

understand what is possible as a team and how we can help 

benefit the members and keep our industry healthy for many 

years to come.  

"With 19 years of experience I feel I would be an asset to 

AWCI’s new board. Having already been a part of the technical 

committee, it gave me a great understanding into the industry 

and how fast we need to adapt to change." 

LEIGH RYAN  – Wallboard Tools 

Wayne Kennedy has a trade qualified carpentry background and 
is currently developing the ceilings category for Queensland and 
NT for USGBORAL. 

"Since joining USGBORAL 10 years ago I have covered both 
residential and commercial projects with a specific category role 
of Partiwall – Residential," Wayne says.

"I recently worked on major projects such as the Gold Coast 
Commonwealth Games Athlete’s Village and Gold Coast 
University Hospital covering design, fire and acoustics, 
installation and compliance."

Wayne is also a current passionate member of the AWCI 
Executive Committee and Technical Committee.

WAYNE KENNEDY – USG Boral 
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Designed with  
Members in Mind
Above all, the site has been 
designed with members in 
mind. It is a cost-effective 
platform that delivers value to 
members. The new website 
revolutionises the way in which 
members interact with the AWCI. 
Offering improved functionality 
and streamlined usability for 
members, the website enables 
us to better tailor our services to 
member needs. 
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The AWCI is dedicated to equipping the Australian wall 
and ceiling industry with the tools needed to navigate a 

changing landscape, and compete and win business. 

‘Find a Contractor’ Feature 
Excitingly, the new website 
comes complete with a ‘Find a 
Contactor’ feature. This will be 
a highly interactive, detailed 
database to help find an AWCI 
contractor. Members of the 
general public are able to quickly 
and easily search this database, 
pinpoint the contractor that they 
need to complete their work, 
and obtain their contact details. 
In this way, the AWCI is providing 
a tangible means by which 
members can maximise the 
opportunities available within 
the market. 

Visit the AWCI website today at  https://awci.org.au

‘Members Only’ Area
The new site delivers a powerful 
‘Members Only’ area. Once 
logged in to the ‘Members Only’ 
area, users are able to see and 
access information such as a 
transaction history, which allows 
you to download membership 
invoices, as well as invoices for 
events attended or technical 
information purchased. This 
should make tax time much 
simpler. There are also useful 
administrative features, such as 
the ability to update your ‘Find a 
Contractor’ records, manage your 
company contacts, or edit your 
contact details.

Streamlined  
Processes for AWCI
With a wide range of in-built 
features and functionality, the 
new AWCI website streamlines 
the AWCI’s internal processes, 
saving both time and money. 
Not only does the site include a 
state-of-the-art CMS, it comes 
with an in-built ability to renew 
memberships, book events 
and training, and even collect 
membership fees and payments 
for events and training.

MODERN, FRESH DESIGN

STREAMLINED NAVIGATION We want all our members 
to be prepared to maximise 
the opportunities 
presented by the dynamic, 
ever changing industry in 
which they operate.

'

'
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1.  Unload (suitcase)

2.  Italian sparkling wine

3.  Rock-pool crustacean

4.  Military student

5.  Communicative

6.  Heaven's ... Gates

9.  Movie performer

11.  Segregates

13.  Large antlered animal

15.  Comedian, ... Murphy

16.  Shouted

18.  Actor, ... Pattinson

19.  Rot

21.  Nauseous

22.  Settles (debt)

DOWN

ACROSS
 1.  Normal

 7.  Fracture

8.  Trattoria staple

10.  Polar vessel

12.  Collapse (4,4)

14.  Command to dog

16.  Period of time

17.  Sport parachutist

20.  Ability to govern

23.  Golfer's two under par

24.  Grace

25.  Resource.

DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THE GUY WHO 

DREAMED HE WAS EATING A GIANT 

MARSHMALLOW?  

WHEN HE WOKE UP, HIS PILLOW 

WAS GONE.

wall

SOLUTIONS

OFF THE

travel to the city on vacation. They visit a shopping mall 
and while the mother is shopping, the father and son 
are standing in awe in front of an elevator (having no 
idea what it is). As they watch, an elderly lady walks 
into the strange silver doors and the doors close. The 
father and son watch as the numbers go up, and then 
back down. When the doors open, a beautiful young 

woman walks out. The father leans over and whispers 
to the son, "Son, go get your mother!"

AN AMISH HUSBAND, WIFE AND SON

Sudoku
CROSSWORD

knowDID YOU

A cattle rancher in New Jersey is credited 

for inventing glitter, and it was by accident. 

Henry Ruschmann from Bernardsville, 

New Jersey was a machinist who crushed 

plastic while trying to find a way to 

dispose of it and thus made 

glitter in 1934.
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WHO'SwhoAWCI ANZ Contacts

AWCI ANZ Executive Committee

Head Office: PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285 

Ph: 0466 334 152   E: info@awci.org.au   W: www.awci.org.au

PRESIDENT

Tony Roberts  
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd 
c/o AWCI ANZ 
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285 
Ph: 0466 334 152

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

Stephen Langridge 

VICE PRESIDENT

Stuart Phelps  
Tauranga Plasterers 
PO Box 9097, Greerton 3141 NZ 
Ph: +64 2 171 6310

NSW STATE AFFILIATE

Tony Roberts  
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd 
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285  
Ph: (02) 4954 9866

QLD STATE AFFILIATE

Perry Richardson 
Pro Plaster 
c/o AWCI QLD 
12/16 Crockford St 
Northgate Qld 4013 
Ph: (07) 3846 5688

SA STATE AFFILIATE

Phil Cooymans
Australia Pressed Metal
Ph: 0417 824 511

TAS STATE AFFILIATE

Clinton Steele 
Brock Plaster 
19 Mornington Rd 
Mornington Tas 7018 
Ph: (03) 6228 1411

VIC STATE AFFILIATE

John Lawrence   
Plaster Plus 
c/o AWCI VIC 
Ph: 0421 773 617

WA STATE AFFILIATE

Rachel McMahon
WA Direct Plasterboard
Ph: 0413 158 205
NZ REPRESENTATIVE

Stuart Phelps  
Tauranga Plasterers 
PO Box 9097  
Greerton 3141 New Zealand 
Ph: +64 2 171 6310 
E: admin@awcinz.org.au

BCG PLASTERBOARD 

Dave Rodek 
200 Maidstone St 
Altona North VIC 3018 
Ph: (03) 9392 9444

CSR GYPROCK

Richard Halbert   
19 Sheffield Rd 
Welshpool WA 6106 
Ph: 1300 724 505 

KNAUF PLASTERBOARD

Peter Rodgers  
26 Circuit Dr, Hendon SA 5014 
Ph: 1300 724 505

RONDO BUILDING SERVICES

Dominic Gillespie  
57-87 Lockwood Rd 
Erskine Park NSW 2759  
Ph: (02) 9912 7379 

USG BORAL

Darren Sandercock   
39 Burleigh Ave 
Woodville North SA 5012 
Ph: (03) 9214 2126

WINSTONE WALLBOARDS

Peter Collins
PO Box 12256 
Penrose Auckland 1642 
Ph: +64 2 74 445 770

State Membership, Administration and General Assistance Enquiries

A

INDUSTRIES
Australia & New Zealand 

@awcianz 
www.facebook.com/awciforum

AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES

Jane Barnes 
PO Box 450, Parramatta NSW 2150 
Ph: (02) 9891 6188 
E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

AWCI QUEENSLAND

Perry Richardson 
12/16 Crockford St 
Northgate Qld 4013 
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 
E: awciqld@awci.org.au

AWCI VICTORIA

Tersia Bruiners 

Ph: 0421 773 617 

E: membersvic@awci.org.au

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Louise Langridge 

PO Box 73,  

Collinswood SA 5081 

Ph: 1800 313 110  

E: adminsa@awci.org.au

AWCI TASMANIA

Clinton Steele 
19 Mornington Rd 
Mornington Tas 7018 
Ph: (03) 6228 1411 
E: clinton@brockplaster.com

AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Belinda Goddard 
PO Box 1819, Malaga WA 6090 
Ph: 0433 586 119 
E: adminwa@awci.org.au

AWCI NEW ZEALAND

Richard Arkinstall 

PO Box 45098 

Waterloo Lower Hutt 5042  

New Zealand 

Ph: +64 27 288 3770 

E: admin@awcinz.org.nz

INTERIM TECHNICAL MANAGER

Kim Prout 

E: kim.prout@bigpond.com
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